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"Be Cursed Forever": Extremist Persecution of Christians, January 2018 [1]

Author(s):
Gatestone Institute [2]
Raymond Ibrahim [3]

Source Item:
"Be Cursed Forever": Extremist Persecution of Christians, January 2018 [4]
Summary:
"Nigeria security has declared war against Christians in this country." — Pastor Kallamu Musa Ali Dikwa,
executive director of Voice of Northern Christian Movement, Nigeria.
While uncritically taking in and conferring refugee status on countless Muslim migrants, European
authorities continued singling out those most in need of sanctuary for deportation.
"Afghanistan is not a safe place for a Christian convert. The Court should ask Switzerland to stop turning a
blind eye to the situation of religious minorities in Afghanistan... Sending a refugee back to a country
where they face persecution because of their faith is incompatible with the Convention." — AFD
International.

Sweden: Iranian Muslim detained on suspicion of crimes against humanity in 1988
mass executions in Iran [5]

Source Item:
Sweden: Iranian Muslim detained on suspicion of crimes against humanity in 1988 mass executions in Iran [6]
Country:
Iran (Islamic Republic of)
Sweden
News Date:
17/11/2019
Summary:

This story doesn’t say whether or not this man was living in Sweden or just traveling there.

A new U.S. resolution acknowledging the Armenian Genocide has Turkey outraged
[7]


Source Item:
A new U.S. resolution acknowledging the Armenian Genocide has Turkey outraged [8]
Country:
Turkey
News Date:
31/10/2019
Summary:

An ugly truth of history has just been acknowledged. On October 29, the US House of Representatives
voted overwhelmingly (405 to 11) in favor of [9]

Row after revelation Jeremy Corbyn signed document accusing Israel of genocide
[10]


Source Item:
Row after revelation Jeremy Corbyn signed document accusing Israel of genocide [11]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
21/09/2019
Summary:
Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn accused Israel of carrying out a genocide of the Palestinian people in a far left
document which also appeared to back armed resistance to the Jewish state. Mr Corbyn was among several high
profile left-wing names to put his name to the ‘Cairo Declaration’ which called for a boycott of Israel and accused
it of perpetrating “apartheid” against the Palestinians, it has emerged...Critics have said Mr Corbyn’s decision to
put his name to a document placed him on the side of those who question the very right of Israel to exist.

The Extinction of Christians in the Middle East [12]

Author(s):
Gatestone Institute [2]
Giulio Meotti [13]

Source Item:
The Extinction of Christians in the Middle East [14]
Summary:

"I don't believe in these two words [human rights], there are no human rights. But in Western countries, there
are animal rights. In Australia they take care of frogs.... Look upon us as frogs, we'll accept that — just protect
us so we can stay in our land." — Metropolitan Nicodemus, the Syriac Orthodox archbishop of Mosul, National
Catholic Register.
"Those people are the same ones who came here many years ago. And we accepted them. We are the original
people in this land. We accepted them, we opened the doors for them, and they push us to be minorities in our
land, then refugees in our land. And this will be with you if you don't wake up." — Metropolitan Nicodemus.
"Threats to pandas cause more emotion" than threats to the extinction of the Christians in the Middle East. —
Amin Maalouf, French-Lebanese author, Le Temps.
Convert, pay or die. Five years ago, that was the "choice" the Islamic State (ISIS) gave to Christians in Mosul,
then Iraq's third-largest city: either embrace Islam, submit to a religious tax or face the sword. ISIS then marked
[15] Christian houses with the Arabic letter ( نN), the first letter of the Arabic word "Nasrani" ("Nazarene," or
"Christian") . Christians could often take no more than the clothes on their back and flee a city that had been
home to Christians for 1,700 years [16].
Two years ago, ISIS was defeated in Mosul and its Caliphate crushed. The extremists, however, had succeeded in
"cleansing" the Christians. Before the rise of ISIS, there were more [17] than 15,000 Christians there. In July
2019, the Catholic charity, Aid to the Church in Need, disclosed [18] that only about 40 Christians have come
back. Not long ago, Mosul had "Christmas celebrations without Christians [19]".
This cultural genocide, thanks to the indifference of Europeans and many Western Christians more worried about
not appearing "Islamophobic" than defending their own brothers, sadly worked.

Obama’s Genocides [20]

Author(s):
The Tablet [21]

Source Item:
Obama’s Genocides [22]
Summary:
Five years after the Islamic State’s massacre of Yazidis in Sinjar, Iraq, it seems harder than ever to get Western
leaders to live up to protecting minority ethnic or religious groups from extinction in the Middle East.

West Papua’s silent genocide [23]

Source Item:
West Papua’s silent genocide [24]

Country:
Indonesia
News Date:
31/08/2017
Summary:
The Free West Papua Campaign [25] states:
“Over 500,000 civilians have been killed in a genocide against the indigenous population. Thousands more have
been raped, tortured, imprisoned or ‘disappeared’ after being detained. Basic human rights such as freedom of
speech are denied and Papuans live in a constant state of fear and intimidation.”

Indonesia has a dark, dirty secret which could amount to genocide [26]

Source Item:
Indonesia has a dark, dirty secret which could amount to genocide [27]
Country:
Indonesia
News Date:
20/09/2017
Summary:
2. It’s possible that Indonesian rule constitutes a genocide

Guardian, Independent and Telegraph ignore Hamas official’s call for genocide [28]

Source Item:
Guardian, Independent and Telegraph ignore Hamas official’s call for genocide [29]
Country:
Israel
News Date:
16/07/2019
Summary:
Hamas Political Bureau member Fathi Hammad said, in a July 12, 2019 speech at a March of Return rally that
aired on Al-Aqsa TV, that Palestinians abroad should “attack every Jew on planet Earth and slaughter and kill
them.”

Armenian Genocide Remembrance Day: Revisiting Islam’s Greatest Slaughter of
Christians [30]


Source Item:
Armenian Genocide Remembrance Day: Revisiting Islam’s Greatest Slaughter of Christians [31]
Country:
Turkey
News Date:
24/04/2019
Summary:
Today, April 24, marks the “Great Crime,” that is, the genocide of Christians—mostly Armenians but also
Assyrians and Greeks—that took place under the Islamic Ottoman Empire, throughout World War I. Then, in an
attempt to wipe out as many Christians as possible, the Turks massacred approximately 1.5 million Armenians,
300,000 Assyrians, and 750,000 Greeks.

Senior Hamas official calls on members of Palestinian diaspora to kill Jews [32]

Source Item:
Senior Hamas official calls on members of Palestinian diaspora to kill Jews [33]
Country:
Israel
News Date:
14/07/2019
Summary:
A senior Hamas official has urged members of the Palestinian diaspora to kill Jews around the world. Fathi
Hamad, a member of Hamas’s politburo who is considered a hard-liner and is known for his fiery rhetoric, made
[34] the statement in a speech at a protest in the border region between the Gaza Strip and Israel on Friday.

Bishop of Truro’s Independent Review for the Foreign Secretary of FCO Support
for Persecuted Christians [35]

Source Item:
Bishop of Truro’s Independent Review for the Foreign Secretary of FCO Support for Persecuted Christians [36]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
30/04/2019
Summary:
There is widespread evidence showing that “today, Christians constitute by far the most widely persecuted
19

religion.” [37] Finding once again that Christianity is the most persecuted religion in the world, the Pew
20

Research Center concluded that in 2016 Christians were targeted in 144 countries [38]

Mali: Muslims murder 95 Christians, “no one was spared – women, children,
elderly people” [39]

Source Item:
Mali: Muslims murder 95 Christians, “no one was spared – women, children, elderly people” [40]
Country:
Mali
News Date:
22/06/2019
Summary:
Continue to pray with Christians in West Africa’s Sahel region (which includes Mali, Burkina Faso, Chad and
Niger).

Africa: Alarming Rise of Christian Persecution [41]

Author(s):
Gatestone Institute [2]
Uzay Bulut [42]

Source Item:
Africa: Alarming Rise of Christian Persecution [43]
Summary:
"In some regions, the level and nature of persecution is arguably coming close to meeting the international
definition of genocide, according to that adopted by the UN." — The Independent Review of FCO support for
Persecuted Christians.
"The assailants asked the Christians to convert to Islam, but the pastor and the others refused. They ordered
them to gather under a tree and took their Bibles and mobile phones. Then they called them, one after the other,
behind the church building where they shot them dead." — World Watch Monitor, May 2, 2019.
As the British report demonstrates, persecution against Christians and other non-Muslims is not about the
ethnicity, race or skin color of either the perpetrators or the victims; it is about their religion.
If these crimes are not stopped, it is highly likely that the fate of the African Continent will be like that of the
Middle East: Once it was a majority-Christian region; now, Christians are a tiny, dying, defenseless minority.

Lebanon: Sunni Muslim plotted jihad massacres at Christian churches and Shi’ite
mosques [44]


Source Item:
Lebanon: Sunni Muslim plotted jihad massacres at Christian churches and Shi’ite mosques [45]
Country:
Lebanon
News Date:
20/06/2019
Summary:
“Lebanese Police Prevent Terrorist Attack on Churches,” International Christian Concern [46], June 19, 2019:

Holiday Massacres of Christians: A New Fact of Life [47]

Author(s):
Gatestone Institute [2]
Raymond Ibrahim [3]

Source Item:
Holiday Massacres of Christians: A New Fact of Life [48]
Summary:
Notably, other Christian holidays, especially Christmas, are also prime times for Islamic terror, and for the same
reasons -- to make a "point" and because at that time, churches are especially packed.
Commenting on the most recent carnage of Christians -- last Easter Sunday's bombing campaign in Sri Lanka,
where more than 250 people were murdered -- the country's archbishop said, "we never expected such a thing to
happen and especially on Easter Sunday."
Sadly, as bombed churches and massacred worshippers during Christian holy days have become the new norm,
he and everyone else should expect exactly that.

Nigeria: Jihad against Christians [49]

Source Item:
Nigeria: Jihad against Christians [50]
Country:
Nigeria
News Date:
21/04/2019
Summary:

The current violence, which has been getting worse since early 2017, "is slightly different, in that it is a series of
targeted attacks on Christian communities attempting to displace farmers and take land for herders." — Nathan
Johnson, International Christian Concern, Regional Manager for Africa.

Terrorists Promoted, Victims Ignored [51]

Source Item:
Terrorists Promoted, Victims Ignored [52]
Country:
Syrian Arab Republic
News Date:
25/03/2019
Summary:
"An estimated 3,100 Yazidis were killed [in Iraq], with nearly half of them... either shot, beheaded, or burned
alive... The estimated number kidnapped is 6,800... All Yazidis were targeted... but children were
disproportionately affected." — PLOS Medicine, 2017.

6 Christians Murdered, 470 More Flee Muslim Militia Attack in the Congo [53]

Source Item:
6 Christians Murdered, 470 More Flee Muslim Militia Attack in the Congo [54]
Country:
Congo (the)
News Date:
18/03/2019
Summary:
Open Doors [55]

Kenya attack: 147 dead as Islamist gunmen target Christian students [56]

Source Item:
Kenya attack: 147 dead as Islamist gunmen target Christian students [57]
Country:
Kenya
News Date:
02/04/2015

Summary:

At least 42 dead in cathedral attack in Central African Republic [58]

Source Item:
At least 42 dead in cathedral attack in Central African Republic [59]
Country:
Central African Republic (the)
News Date:
18/11/2018
Summary:
(CNA/EWTN News [60]).- At least 42 people have died in an attack Thursday on the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart
in Alindao, in the Central African Republic, according to local reports. At least one priest was among those killed
in the Nov. 15 attack. Some unofficial estimates have said the death toll could reach as high as 100.

"A Pure Genocide": Extremist Persecution of Christians, June 2018 [61]

Source Item:
"A Pure Genocide": Extremist Persecution of Christians, June 2018 [62]
Country:
Nigeria
News Date:
18/11/2018
Summary:
The majority of those 6,000 Christians massacred this year were "mostly children, women and the aged... What is
happening in ... Nigeria is pure genocide and must be stopped immediately." — Christian Association of Nigeria.
"There is no doubt that the sole purpose of these attacks is aimed at ethnic cleansing, land grabbing and forceful
ejection of the Christian natives from their ancestral land and heritage." — Christian Association of Nigeria.

JUSTICE FOR VICTIMS OF YEZIDI GENOCIDE? [63]

Author(s):
Rachel Avraham [64]
FrontPage [65]

Source Item:

JUSTICE FOR VICTIMS OF YEZIDI GENOCIDE? [66]
Summary:
About four years ago, in August 2014, ISIS began slaughtering the Yezidis in Iraq and committed a genocide
against this ancient community, massacring over 5,000, abducting 7,450 women and girls who were then sold into
sexual slavery and driving over 500,000 out of their ancestral homes. Although the Yezidi genocide has received
widespread international recognition due to the indisputable evidence that has been presented including the
existence of mass graves, witness testimonies and ISIS publications online inciting against Yezidis and
documenting massacres of them, four years on, the Yezidis have not yet received justice for the horrific atrocities
that were committed against them. The question remains, why is this the case and when will there be justice for
the Yezidi people?
In Iraq and Syria, where the crimes of the Yezidi genocide were perpetrated, it is unlikely that the Yezidi victims
will get justice. In Syria, rebels allied with Turkey have destroyed Yezidi holy sites and forcefully converted
Yezidis in Afrin to Islam. There are also reports of Yezidis being forced to wear the hijab in these areas. So far,
Turkey’s allies have been able to act against the Yezidis in Afrin with impunity, without any interference from the
outside world.

Catholic Bishop In Nigeria Begs For Help, Says Nigeria Is On The Edge Of A
Genocide If The Violence Does Not Stop [67]

Source Item:
Catholic Bishop In Nigeria Begs For Help, Says Nigeria Is On The Edge Of A Genocide If The Violence Does Not
Stop [68]
Country:
Nigeria
News Date:
23/07/2018
Summary:
“PLEASE DON’T make the same mistake as was made with the genocide in Rwanda. It happened under our noses,
but no one stopped it. And we know well how that ended.” These are the words of Bishop William Amove Avenya
of the Diocese of Gboko, in Benue State, Nigeria, where Christians form the majority of the population. He is only
the latest of the bishops of Nigeria’s Middle Belt to have raised his voice to denounce what is an increasingly
worrying phenomenon—the attacks by Islamist Fulani herdsmen on Christians in the region.

International Community Ignores Genocide of Christians in Nigeria [69]

Source Item:
International Community Ignores Genocide of Christians in Nigeria [70]
Country:
Nigeria

News Date:
08/07/2018
Summary:
This brings the death toll of Christians to more than 6,000 since the start of 2018.
"The Islamists of northern Nigeria seem determined to turn Nigeria into an Islamic Sultanate and replace Liberal
Democracy with Sharia as the National Ideology. The object of course, is to supplant the Constitution with Sharia
as the source of legislation." — National Christian Elders Forum, a wing of the Christian Association of Nigeria.

'Pure Genocide': Over 6,000 Nigerian Christians Slaughtered, Mostly Women and
Children [71]

Source Item:
'Pure Genocide': Over 6,000 Nigerian Christians Slaughtered, Mostly Women and Children [72]
Country:
Nigeria
News Date:
03/07/2018
Summary:
Church leaders in Nigeria have said that Christians are experiencing "pure genocide" as 6,000 people, mostly
women and children, have been murdered by Fulani radicals since January. "What is happening in Plateau state
and other select states in Nigeria is pure genocide and must be stopped immediately," said the Christian
Association of Nigeria and church denominational heads in Plateau State in a press release [73] last week.

Contact The Ethnic Cleansing of Northern Cyprus [74]

Author(s):
Uzay Bulut [42]
Gatestone Institute [2]

Source Item:
Contact The Ethnic Cleansing of Northern Cyprus [75]
Summary:
"Why is there not peace yet? How can we make peace when we have rabid murderers living among us? Instead
of prosecuting them, we enable them to appear on TV and to boast about their murders.... If you do not even
bring to account a murderer who says, 'killing was my art,' who will you bring to account?" — Şener Levent, the
editor-in-chief of the Turkish Cypriot newspaper Afrika.
So far, these "rabid murderers" have not been held accountable for the slaughter of innocent Greek Cypriots: the
ethnic cleansing of northern Cyprus. The greater issue is that he and his partners in crime were aided and
abetted by the Turkish authorities. All of those responsible need to be tried at international criminal tribunals --

the sooner, the better.

Rohingya Militants Massacred Civilians in Myanmar: Amnesty Report [76]

Source Item:
Rohingya Militants Massacred Civilians in Myanmar: Amnesty Report [77]
Country:
Myanmar
News Date:
22/05/2018
Summary:
A Rohingya Muslim militant organization slaughtered dozens of Hindus in Myanmar last year amid violence that
included the military’s bloody campaign that forced some 700,000 Rohingya to flee the country, a report released
Tuesday by Amnesty International said.

Armenian Genocide: Turkey Cracks Down [78]

Author(s):
Uzay Bulut [42]
Gatestone Institute [2]

Source Item:
Armenian Genocide: Turkey Cracks Down [79]
Summary:
The Christian genocide in Ottoman Turkey lasted for 10 years -- from 1913 to 1923 -- and targeted Armenian,
Greek, Assyrian and other Christians. It resulted in the annihilation of around three million people. Sadly,
Turkish aggression against the remaining Armenians continues.
According to Turkish myth, it was actually the "treacherous" Armenians who persecuted Turks; and the Turks
were acting in self-defense to rid themselves of murderous Armenians. A widespread Turkish claim is, "They
deserved it."
The lies and state propaganda, which hold the victims responsible for their own annihilation, are what enable the
ongoing Turkish persecution of the country's remaining Armenians, including the conversion of their churches
into mosques and the digging up of Armenian graves and churches by treasure-hunters who search for gold.

Iraq's Christians: Eighty Percent Have "Disappeared" [80]


Author(s):
Giulio Meotti [13]
Gatestone Institute [2]

Source Item:
Iraq's Christians: Eighty Percent Have "Disappeared" [81]
Summary:
Tragically, Christians living in lands formerly under the control of the "Caliphate" have been betrayed by many in
the West. Governments ignored their tragic fate. Bishops were often too aloof to denounce their persecution. The
media acted as if they considered these Christians to be agents of colonialism who deserved to be purged from
the Middle East. And the so-called "human rights" organizations abandoned them.
The West was not willing to give sanctuary to these Christians when ISIS murdered 1,131 of them and destroyed
or damaged 125 of their churches.
We must now help Christians rebuild in the lands where their people were martyred.

Raymond Ibrahim: Islam’s ‘Slow Motion Genocide’ of Christians [82]

Author(s):
Raymond Ibrahim [3]
Jihad Watch [83]

Source Item:
Raymond Ibrahim: Islam’s ‘Slow Motion Genocide’ of Christians [84]
Summary:
Iraqi Archbishop Bashar Warda made the following observation during a recent speech [85]: “Having faced for
1,400 years the slow-motion genocide that began long before the ongoing ISIS genocide today, the time for
excusing this inhuman behavior and its causes is long since passed.”
That Muslims have cleansed non-Muslim peoples by the sword since the seventh century [86] to the present
[87] is of course factually well-documented. But what of the more subtle “slow-motion genocide”? How does that
work? The answer is connected to another question: Why did so many non-Muslims become Muslim in the first
place?



Muslims wipe out 15 villages in mass slaughter of Christians, government does
nothing [88]

Source Item:
Muslims wipe out 15 villages in mass slaughter of Christians, government does nothing [89]
Country:
Nigeria
News Date:
19/02/2018
Summary:
“Despite several calls to the governor and his deputy, and other security apparatus, the government remained
silent as the atrocities continued. The Fulani were able to carry out their deadly attack. They stayed for hours in
the vicinity, moving at will, unchallenged.”

UN lends megaphone to Nigerian(Islamic) genocide - Against Christians [90]

Source Item:
UN lends megaphone to Nigerian(Islamic) genocide - Against Christians [91]
Country:
Nigeria
News Date:
20/09/2017
Summary:
The United Nations [92] will live in infamy for lending its megaphone on Tuesday, September 19, 2017, to Nigeria
[93]’s elected military dictator Muhammadu Buhari [94].

Biafran war; the first successful Jihad in modern times [95]

Author(s):
Hugh Fitzgerald [96]

Source Item:
Biafran war; the first successful Jihad in modern times [97]
Summary:
An excerpt from Colonel Ojukwu’s Ahiara Declaration of 1969 may make [b][/b]clear what lay behind the attempt
to create an independent Biafra:

"[b]Our struggle has far-reaching significance. It is the latest recrudescence in our time of the age-old struggle of
the black man for his full stature as man. We are the latest victims of a wicked collusion between the three
traditional scourges of the black men - racism, Arab-muslim expansionism and white economic imperialism.

The Biafran struggle is, on another plane, a resistance to the Arab-Muslim expansionism which has menaced and
ravaged the African continent for twelve centuries....

"Our Biafran ancestors remained immune from the Islamic contagion. From the middle years of the last century
Christianity was established in our land. In this way we came to be a predominantly Christian people. We came to
stand out as a non-Muslim island in a raging Islamic sea. Throughout the period of the ill-fated Nigerian
experiment, the Muslims hoped to infiltrate Biafra by peaceful means and quiet propaganda, but failed. Then the
late Ahmadu Bello, the Sardauna of Sokoto tried, by political and economic blackmail and terrorism, to convert
Biafrans settled in Northern Nigeria to Islam. His hope was that these Biafrans of dispersion would then carry
Islam to Biafra, and by so doing give the religion political control of the area. The crises which agitated the socalled independent Nigeria from 1962 gave these aggressive proselytizers the chance to try converting us by
force.

"It is now evident why the fanatic Arab-Muslim states like Algeria, Egypt and the Sudan have come out openly and
massively to support and aid Nigeria in her present war of genocide against us. These states see militant Arabism
as a powerful instrument for attaining power in the world. Biafra is one of the few African states untainted by
Islam.

Therefore, to militant Arabism, Biafra is a stumbling block to their plan for controlling the whole continent. This
control is fast becoming manifest in the Organization of African Unity.

Remember Biafra! [98]

Author(s):
Hugh Fitzgerald [96]
Jihad Watch [83]

Source Item:
Remember Biafra! [99]
Summary:
During the Biafra War of 1967-1969, which was triggered by a massacre by Muslims of Christians, the entire
Western world stood by and allowed the Muslims of the North to slaughter the Christian, mainly Ibo, south. These
Muslims were aided by outside Muslims, including Egyptian pilots who strafed and bombed Ibo villages, killing
tens of thousands — without any opposition, anti-aircraft fire, anything.
The war was brought on by the Jihad against the Christian Ibo and other Christian peoples of southern Nigeria by
the Hausa and Fulani Muslims of the north (Islam itself was spread most recently in the 1804 Jihad declared by
Othman Dan Fodio), and by the desperate attempt of the Ibo (Igbo) people to free themselves from Muslim
aggression. Tens of thousands of civilians were murdered — by the Egyptian pilots who repeatedly bombed and
strafed them.
Great Britain, France, the United States, all of Europe, did nothing to help the Christians. Col. Ojukwu, in his
Ahiara Declaration (for the full text, google “Jihad Watch” and “Posted by Hugh” and “Ahiara Declaration”), said
that the Biafrans were fighting off a “Jihad” that was being waged against them — and the word was not being

used figuratively.

Islam: The Greatest Murder Machine in History [100]

Author(s):
Mike Konrad [101]

Source Item:
Islam: The Greatest Murder Machine in History [102]
Summary:
When one thinks of mass murder, Hitler comes to mind. If not Hitler, then Tojo, Stalin, or Mao. Credit is given to
the 20th-century totalitarians as the worst species of tyranny to have ever arisen. However, the alarming truth is
that Islam has killed more than any of these, and may surpass all of them combined in numbers and cruelty.
The enormity of the slaughters of the "religion of peace" are so far beyond comprehension that even honest
historians overlook the scale. When one looks beyond our myopic focus, Islam is the greatest killing machine in
the history of mankind, bar none.

Reflection on Al Minya’s bus attack: How massacre leads to Sharia law [103]

Author(s):
Dr. Ashraf Ramelah [104]
Canada FreePress [105]

Source Item:
Reflection on Al Minya’s bus attack: How massacre leads to Sharia law [106]
Summary:
The narrow, unpaved road snaking through the desert of Upper Egypt does one thing. It connects visitors from Al
Minya, the capital city of the Al Minya governorate, to Bishop Samuel Monastery, a Coptic Orthodox institution.
The road with no name was carved out for this purpose in the 12th century. Today, as in the ancient day, only
Christians have use for this road. Not a soul dares this trip when the Winds of Kamasin whip up the sands from
across the great desert in May and June. The air is unbreathable and the road disappears.
According to the Italian Agenzia Fides (June 9), Egypt’s Interior Minister, Magdi Abdel Ghaffar, during a June 8
meeting with high security officials, stated, “…that churches and monasteries will be at the center of appropriate
security measures,” and “…that the state of emergency urges to reduce visits to churches and monasteries.”
According to Agenzia, the state apparatus is also advising Christians to avoid “to gather conspicuous crowds at
places of worship and prayer” during this emergency phase.

Ironically, mosques have had state security in place for a few years without the crime statistics to justify the

measures. As long as the state deemed this necessary, Muslims were never advised to stay away, avoid worship
and stop praying—probably because none of it was necessary. However, now the double standard feeds a divisive
message.
For Copts, it means one thing—subjection to Sharia law cloaked in national security regulations. Civilization jihad
is being accomplished through state directives that intersect religious Islamic law and, conveniently, the
emergency phase can last indefinitely. Meanwhile, Muslim gangs act independent of the state (at times complicit
with them) on the Sharia mandate to stop Christian worship and prayer by physically attacking Christians praying
in their homes, and police follow with arrests of Christians.

Many Muslims Need to Do Some Soul-Searching [107]

Author(s):
Tarek Fatah [108]

Source Item:
Many Muslims Need to Do Some Soul-Searching [109]
Summary:
All I can say to my fellow Muslims is, 'We have met the enemy and he is us.'
Today we Muslims face a crisis like never before. With Saudi Arabia and Qatar at each other's throats ... [and]
dictators flexing muscle in Egypt and Pakistan, all I can say to my fellow Muslims is to echo the cartoon character
Pogo when he said, "We have met the enemy and he is us."
Allow me to share with you a quote about the depth of the ossification that has rendered too many Muslim minds
irrational, unreasonable and in need of anger management. In 1974, the Cornell-educated Indian Islamic scholar
Hashim Amir-Ali translated the Qur'an and published it in its chronological order, the way it was revealed, as
against how it was collated many years after the death of Prophet Muhammad.
He wrote in the preamble:
The Qur'an is read parrot-like in most Muslim homes. ... The religion that passes for Islam today – the
Islam of the masses and of the ruling classes in every Muslim country – is the Islam of the Middle Ages and
not exactly the Islam of the Qur'an or the Prophet. ... The lines of thought laid down a thousand years ago
have vitiated the entire course of Muslim thought and history. It is this legacy of the past that has to be
faced today.

Admin: Hmmm.........

The conquest of Constantinople [110]


Author(s):
Robert Spencer [111]
Jihad Watch [83]
Steven Runciman [112]

Source Item:
The conquest of Constantinople [113]
Summary:
It is useful, in our comfortable complacency and general lack of any historical memory at all, and overarching
concern to avoid “Islamophobia,” to recall what happened when the Muslims entered the great city.
Historian Steven Runciman notes that the Muslim soldiers “slew everyone that they met in the streets, men,
women, and children without discrimination. The blood ran in rivers down the steep streets from the heights of
Petra toward the Golden Horn. But soon the lust for slaughter was assuaged. The soldiers realized that captives
and precious objects would bring them greater profit.” (The Fall of Constantinople 1453, Cambridge University
Press, 1965, p. 145.)
Some jihadists “made for the small but splendid churches by the walls, Saint George by the Charisian Gate, Saint
John in Petra, and the lovely church of the monastery of the Holy Saviour in Chora, to strip them of their stores of
plate and their vestments and everything else that could be torn from them. In the Chora they left the mosaics
and frescoes, but they destroyed the icon of the Mother of God, the Hodigitria, the holiest picture in all
Byzantium, painted, so men said, by Saint Luke himself. It had been taken there from its own church beside the
Palace at the beginning of the siege, that its beneficient presence might be at hand to inspire the defenders on the
walls. It was taken from its setting and hacked into four pieces.” (P. 146.)

"Drip-Drip" Genocide: Muslim Persecution of Christians [114]

Author(s):
Raymond Ibrahim [3]
Gatestone Institute [2]

Source Item:
"Drip-Drip" Genocide: Muslim Persecution of Christians [115]
Summary:
"They are burning us alive! They seek to exterminate Christians altogether! Where's the military?" -- Christian
man fleeing Al-Arish, Egypt; video.
"Historical churches in Iran being destroyed while UNESCO overlooks," is the title of one report.
On the same day as Pakistan's government charged an elderly Christian man with blasphemy -- which carries a
death penalty -- it acquitted 106 Muslims of burning down an entire Christian village.

Brutality of ISIS is the copy of what Mughals did with Sikhs of Punjab [116]

Author(s):
Sikh Sangat News [117]

Source Item:
Brutality of ISIS is the copy of what Mughals did with Sikhs of Punjab [118]
Summary:
What ISIS is doing is the exact copy of what Mughals did against Sikh Gurus and followers of Sikhism from 15th
century to 18th century. Mughal Empire wanted whole India to be converted to Islam religion. Hindus started
converting to Muslim because of fear. Watching hundreds of thousands conversion and the fear for their own life,
Hindu religious leaders came and asked for help from Sikh Gurus and his followers. Sikh Gurus stepped up to
protect freedom of religion (which was unheard on any corner of the world at that time) and Mughals started the
same brutal war crime against Sikhs is exactly what Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) is doing today in 21st
century.

Gunmen Massacre Coptic Christians in Egypt, Killing at Least 24 [119]

Source Item:
Gunmen Massacre Coptic Christians in Egypt, Killing at Least 24 [120]
Country:
Egypt
News Date:
26/05/2017
Summary:
Gunmen opened fire on a bus carrying Coptic Christians south of the Egyptian capital on Friday, killing 24 people
and wounding 25, officials said.

Muhammad: The Warrior 'Prophet' [121]

Author(s):
RICHARD A. GABRIEL [122]
History Net [123]

Source Item:
Muhammad: The Warrior 'Prophet' [124]
Summary:
Muhammad’s intelligence service eventually rivaled that of Byzantium and Persia, especially when it came to

political information. He reportedly spent hours devising tactical and political stratagems, and once remarked
that “all war is cunning,” reminding modern analysts of Sun Tzu’s dictum, “all war is deception.” In his thinking
and application of force Muhammad was a combination of Karl von Clausewitz and Niccolo Machiavelli, for he
always employed force in the service of political goals. An astute grand strategist, he used nonmilitary methods
(alliance building, political assassination, bribery, religious appeals, mercy, and calculated butchery) to
strengthen his long-term position, sometimes even at the expense of short-term military considerations.
Muhammad’s belief in Islam and his own role as the “Messenger of God” revolutionized Arabian warfare and
resulted in the creation of the ancient world’s first army motivated by a coherent system of ideological belief. The
ideology of holy war (jihad) and martyrdom (shahada) for the faith was transmitted to the West during the wars
between Muslims and Christians in Spain and France, where it changed traditional Christian pacifistic thinking on
war, brought into being a coterie of Christian warrior saints, and provided the Catholic Church with its ideological
justification for the Crusades. Ideology—whether religious or secular—has remained a primary component of
military ventures ever since.

Chechnya 'is attempting to eliminate its gay community by the start of the Muslim
holy month of Ramadan', it is claimed [125]

Source Item:
Chechnya 'is attempting to eliminate its gay community by the start of the Muslim holy month of Ramadan', it is
claimed [126]
Country:
Russian Federation (the)
News Date:
25/04/2017
Summary:
Chechen leader Ramzan Kadyrov has been accused of plotting to eliminate the gay community
Reports from the republic say gay men are being rounded up and murdered
Sir Alan Duncan told MPs the treatment of homosexuals is 'utterly barbaric'
It is thought Kadyrov may try to carry out threat by May 26, the start of Ramadan

History of Jihad against the Egyptian Coptic Christians [127]

Author(s):
Robin MacArthur [128]

Source Item:

History of Jihad against the Egyptian Coptic Christians [129]
Summary:
The History of Jihad site is brought to you by a panel of contributors. This site is coordinated by Robin MacArthur with Mahomet Mostapha and Naim al Khoury, New
Jersey.
Other contributors to this site include professors and members of the faculty from the
Universities of Stanford and Michigan (Ann Arbor), Kansas State University, Ohio State
University, and the London School of Economics. We strongly suggest that this site be
recommended as additional reading for students of Islamic History.

The Burning Tigris: The Armenian Genocide [130]


[130]
Source Item:
The Burning Tigris: The Armenian Genocide [131]
Author(s):
Peter Balakian [132]

Summary:
In this national bestseller, the critically acclaimed author Peter Balakian brings us a riveting narrative of the
massacres of the Armenians in the 1890s and of the Armenian Genocide in 1915 at the hands of the Ottoman
Turks. Using rarely seen archival documents and remarkable first-person accounts, Balakian presents the chilling
history of how the Turkish government implemented the first modern genocide behind the cover of World War I.
And in the telling, he resurrects an extraordinary lost chapter of American history.
Awarded the Raphael Lemkin Prize for the best scholarly book on genocide by the Institute for Genocide
Studies at John Jay College of Criminal Justice/CUNY Graduate Center.

Quebec Imam prays for the annihilation of the Jews [133]

Source Item:
Quebec Imam prays for the annihilation of the Jews [134]
Country:
Canada

News Date:
08/02/2017
Summary:
O Allah, give victory to our brothers who engage in Jihad in Palestine, O Lord of the Worlds
O Allah, make their feet firm
O Allah, make their feet firm
O Allah, unite their ranks…
O Allah, destroy the accursed Jews
O Allah, show us the black day you inflict on them
O Allah, show us the wonders of your power and ability inflicted on them, O the most Merciful
Shook the ground beneath their feet
O Allah, kill them one by one

Islamic Invasion Of India: The Greatest Genocide In History [135]

Author(s):
The Muslim Issue [136]

Source Item:
Islamic Invasion Of India: The Greatest Genocide In History [137]
Summary:
Muslim historian Firishta [full name Muhammad Qasim Hindu Shah, born in 1560 and died in 1620], the author of
the Tarikh-i Firishta and the Gulshan-i Ibrahim, was the first to give an idea to the medieval bloodbath that was
India during Muslim rule, when he declared that over 400 million Hindus got slaughtered during Muslim
invasion and occupation of India. Survivors got enslaved and castrated. India’s population is said to have been
around 600 million at the time of Muslim invasion. By the mid 1500’s the Hindu population was 200 million.

Nigeria: Abandoned to their fate [138]

Author(s):
Douglas Murray [139]
Gatestone Institute [2]

Source Item:
Nigeria: Abandoned to their fate [140]
Summary:
An eight-year-old girl balances on one foot to point out the bullet wound on the other, a hallmark of the snipers
sitting in the hills around us. Villages have been persuaded to keep records of the attacks to show anyone who
cares. One of the very few from outside who does — Britain’s own Baroness Cox — came here recently. Her
vehicle was spotted by the Fulani, who came out hunting for her and only just missed their target. Because of
attacks like this, almost nobody comes. Just one more reason why these atrocities do not attract the West’s
attentions.
The task of chronicling the outrages continues nonetheless. Village leaders keep ring-binders of their dead. Some
have photo-graph albums of what their villages have been through: old women set alight; young women raped and
shot; babies hacked to death.

Carnage of Infants by Muslims as their Mothers Refused to Convert [141]

Author(s):
DR. Ranjit Singh Dhillon [142]

Source Item:
Carnage of Infants by Muslims as their Mothers Refused to Convert [143]
Summary:
Also: http://www.ihindu.org/2013/05/sikh-women-martyrs-of-lahore-1752.html [144]
In 1752, Muslim governor captured Sikh women and gave them the option to convert to islam or have their infant
children tortured and massacred. Their refusal to accept islam resulted in slaughter of over 300 infant Sikh
children by chopping their limbs, impaling the babies on spears after throwing them in air, while still alive
toddler's inner organs were taken out & thrown around the mother's necks as garlands. Still these brave women
remained steadfast on their ideals and Sikh faith & not one accepted islam that day.
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